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ABSTRACT
The purpose of study is to propose a task selection algorithm that both keeps information quality and saves power consumption in IoT energy harvesting devices. The proposed algorithm not only keeps stable information quality but saves power loss also. The sensor node operation is divided into four tasks depending on the input data including battery capacity, solar panel charging current, and input sensor data variation. The task selector based on a neural network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer of 20 neurons, and an output layer. The proposed algorithm is different from the predefined task algorithm, which mainly focused on deep sleep mode or scheduled tasks. Our proposed algorithm helps the sensor node to be more adaptive to the environment based on real-time execution at each node. The collected information amount varies according to the input data variation. The experiment results show that the proposed algorithm collects higher quality information at large input data variation. The battery lifetime is also improved by up to 22%.
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1. Introduction

Sensor nodes are powered with limited power to save energy consumption in low-energy IoT devices. The node's supply power can be obtained from renewable energy sources such as solar energy [1]. The operation of a sensor node is divided into three parts: sensing, processing, and data transmission. Of the three tasks above, data transmission consumes the most energy, about 80% of the node’s energy [2]. It is important to extend the operating life of the sensor node but still improve the quality of the information. The trade-off between information quality and energy availability is still a challenge for researchers. In recent studies, the number of algorithms have been proposed to optimize energy consumption by using scheduling algorithms, managing energy consumption, or optimizing routing of sensor networks [3-4]. In this paper, we propose a neural network-based task selection algorithm that can be implemented on microcontrollers to classify and predict executed tasks to continue the quality of information but still prolong the execution time and the node's lifetime.

Normally, sensor nodes save energy by putting the node into deep sleep [5-6]. However, when the node is in deep sleep, a large amount of information is lost and causes network latency by transitioning from deep sleep to active state. L. Wang proposes dynamic power management algorithm for sensor network with five modes that are based on the battery power level [6]. In fact, switching states from deep sleep to active or switching between active modes causes waste of energy and causes latency. Therefore, the decision to switch states needs to determine the threshold level and calculate the tradeoff. In the study of X. Fan [7], the author's algorithm proposes to improve the threshold calculation to decide whether a node should be in deep sleep or not. More specifically, the paper considers a comparison between the energy consumed and the energy saved when waking the sensor node back to the active state [5]. Sujesha and Sudevalayam optimize the battery life on the sensor node based on the energy source charged to the battery [8]. The author changes the parameters of the node based on the prediction of the battery power level and the current energy level in the battery to optimize the time of the battery being charged.
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Some other published studies to optimize the battery life are the method of reducing the operating frequency of the microcontroller and reducing the consumption power on the sensor at the typical nodes [9]. High precision sensors are reduced or replaced with lower resolution and accuracy sensors. The above method has disadvantages that adversely affect the quality of the collected information. In addition, lowering the signal transmission power of the sensor network is mentioned by G. Amato in [10] and changing the data collection period of X. Chen in the study [11]. For sensor networks with short distances and low obstacles, this method is optimal. However, locations with a wide sensor network and many obstacles, the loss of information as well as the quality is significantly reduced. The above issues are investigated in the power management techniques of energy-collecting sensor networks [12].

In addition to the above methods, the task scheduling algorithm is also mentioned [13-18]. In the article [13], the author proposed a programming algorithm to optimize the total power consumption based on the usefulness as well as the energy consumed on each task. This algorithm schedules tasks, it uses the weather forecast information available at the beginning of each scheduling interval (usually a day) and the battery level available at the time of scheduling, thereby determining an optimized schedule. The main goal of this method is to find an average energy schedule over a long period of time [13]. In the article [14], M. Severini also presents an algorithm to collect data in a sequence, schedule like the article [13] but using the LSA (Lazy Scheduling Algorithm) model. The Lazy Scheduling Algorithm (LSA) model is a programming algorithm to schedule the operation of a rechargeable sensor node and limit the task of a sensor node [14-15]. LSA creates a running schedule for parallel tasks and will run permanently according to the schedule of Moser implemented in the paper [16]. The task scheduler will schedule the execution of tasks based on the energy storage parameter. The output of the algorithm is a list of tasks that will be executed sequentially and will not be changed while the sensor node runs. This is a suboptimal point of this algorithm. However, LSA minimizes the inputs to increase the performance of the algorithm and is a static algorithm. It does not add additional states at the input which cannot cancel the scheduled tasks as well as add the task during execution mentioned in the research during the running of the scheduled task [14-15], [17]. Caruso proposes a dynamic algorithm to program the schedule that can change based on the input parameters of the battery and the charging current of the battery [18]. Since this dynamic algorithm can change the schedule, it is more adaptive than LSA. However, with a dynamic algorithm, the memory management of the dynamic algorithm is very important. In order to minimize repetitive computations when using recursion, the previously calculated values of the dynamic algorithm will be put into an array. When sensor nodes perform a lot of computation, the memory increases and becomes unmanageable during the computation algorithm. Thus, there may arise a hang or restart causing the microcontroller to recalculate from the beginning. Loreti leverages the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty theory to produce a StableSENS algorithm [19]. It provides an adaptive sampling algorithm aimed at maximizing a stable sampling rate. Recently, Reinforcement Learning was proposed to schedule parallel tasks for autonomous driving. Based on different computing ability and resource, these tasks are assigned to nodes by machine learning algorithms [20].

The methods mentioned above do not take into account the variability of the data. This is one of the important factors for making accurate predictions and decisions. In some practical applications, such as aquaculture, sudden changes in the data pose the risk of significant economic harm. For example, in the shrimp culture model [21], the temperature and pH of the water need to be stable. When the data has a sudden change of the above values, farmers need more information to predict and make quick and accurate decisions. In a forest data collection application, we consider temperature variations that can predict problems with wildfires and floods. Therefore, data variability is an important input component in the data collection model.

To overcome the above inadequacies, we propose an algorithm that uses task selector based on neural network algorithm to classify and predict the defined task levels from input data including battery quantity, charging current and temperature data variation, thereby selecting tasks with different levels of energy loss. This model is suitable for programming problems with real-time operation cycles and can be implemented on microcontrollers. We designed the algorithm to work more flexibly with changing tasks. Instead of continuous sampling and sending in a cycle, this model depends on the input
data of the node to determine the task, which is more adaptive than the conventional task scheduler [13]. Traditionally, the classification algorithm mainly uses classical machine learning models such as decision tree, support vector machine, logistic regression, reinforcement learning and naïve Bayes [3][19][20]. These algorithms have achieved good performance on classification tasks. However, they manually require feature extraction which is costly and complicated. Thus, when classification task is changed, feature extraction is inefficient to be adjusted dynamically. Recently, the deep learning models have developed rapidly, the task classification has gradually shifted from models based on these classical machine learning models to deep learning models based on neural network. The neural network is able to support feature extraction. Thus, it shows a better model in multi-task than the traditional machine learning based models. We rely on a model of a neural network [22-23]. The proposed algorithm can perform algorithmic computation on hardware with limited processing speed and memory, such as 32-bit arm-cortex microcontrollers, without the need to do so on high-speed computer. The calculation is not repeated like when using recursion and can manage memory when using dynamic problems [18]. The research paper considers more in the model and focuses on the problem of programming the optimal task selection at each sensor node at that time. In addition, the algorithm can be effectively implemented in low-power nodes in real-world conditions.

The purpose of this research is to implement this task selection algorithm based on neuron network on limited resource hardware. The task selection algorithm is implemented on hardware to gain not only keep quality information but also lower power loss. Thus, the sensor node is autonomous in the surrounding environment. Thus, the autonomous sensor is capable of independently collecting and processing data without direct human intervention. It means it can function and make decisions without constant human oversight.

The research paper is organized into 4 sections. Section 1 introduces and provides an overview of previous studies. Section 2 describes the process of designing task selectors based on neural algorithms. Section 3 presents and discusses the results obtained. Finally, conclusions and future directions will be given in section 4.

2. IoT energy harvesting device design

The IoT sensor node is designed in Figure 1. The sensor collects the temperature, the charging current from the solar cell and the battery voltage. The input parameters for the Task selector algorithm block include sensed data such as battery voltage, solar panel charging current and temperature. Task selector algorithm is performed based on the neural network model. The sensed data is preprocessed before applying to the neural network model in the task selector algorithm. The battery voltage is transformed into the percentage of remaining energy in the battery. The temperature is transformed into the delta deviation of the temperature data over a period. When the data changes suddenly, the deviation will be high and vice versa. The final input parameter is the charging current of the solar battery. The output gives the ability to predict and select the most appropriate task.

![Figure 1. Low power IoT sensor node diagram](image-url)
The transformed data is calculated according to formulas (1) (2) and (3) and then fed into the proposed algorithm. The remaining battery percentage is the range of the battery capacity limited to [0, 100], which is read through the microcontroller ADC. The maximum battery level is \( V_{\text{max}} = 4.3 \text{V} \) and the depleted battery level is \( V_{\text{min}} = 3.7 \text{V} \). The remaining battery voltage percentage can be presented by the following equation (1).

\[
E = \frac{V_i - V_{\text{min}}}{V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{min}}} \times 100\% \tag{1}
\]

Where \( V_i \) is input battery level.

The charging current of the panel \([0, 250] \text{ mA}\) is obtained from the sensor INA-219 based on the voltage drop across the shunt resistor \( R_{\text{sensing}} \) with low error \(0.01\Omega\). \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are the voltages on the two shunt resistors, \( G \) is the amplification factor. The experimental INA-219 module has \( G = 1 \).

\[
I_{\text{charge}} = G \times \frac{(V_2 - V_1)}{R_{\text{sensing}}} \tag{2}
\]

Delta data deviation is defined as the standard deviation of a data collection cycle. In one cycle, \( N \) samples are taken in time \( T \). The standard deviation of the data for a period is expressed as follows

\[
\text{Delta} = \mu \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - X)^2}{N - 1}} \tag{3}
\]

In equation (3), the coefficient \( \mu \) is a selection factor and it is adjusted for different surrounding with different temperature variations. Where \( \sum \) symbol means sums of terms. \( x_i \) is a value in dataset. \( i \) is from 1 to \( n \) samples. \( X \) is the mean of dataset. \( N \) is the number of data points in the population.

The desired task output consists of four task levels corresponding to 4 levels 1, 2, 3, 4. Task operation, power consumption level and task level output are shown in the following table. The listed tasks consume different amounts of energy with four different levels from very low to high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task level</th>
<th>Task operation</th>
<th>Power consumption level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Do not send data</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Once a day to send data</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sending K samples per day</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sending data continuously in 2 K samples a day</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Task level 1 is executed when no data is sent. In fact, the data is still sampled in a certain period, but the data may overlap with the previous data, or the data has little change compared to the previous one. Thus, it is blocked by the filter. To perform task operation 1, the sensor node is designed with a data comparison filter to extract features that are different from the previous data. If task level 1 is executed, the node power consumption is very low because no data is sent. Task level 2 sends data at the end of a data collection day. This process updates data information day by day even if the data has not changed. Tasks level 3 and 4 execute sending data more often because of data changes. More information needs to be sent to ensure the quality of collected information when the input changes a lot. However, task level 4 will consume the most power.

The data sets were collected directly in Thu Duc district, Ho Chi Minh. We design a device using Arduino Pro Mini, 3.7V 2000mAh Lithium battery, 4.5W solar battery and 250mA max current charging circuit. The data set was collected by three sensors of temperature, battery voltage and charge current with approximately 1000 samples. A sample is taken every 30 minutes. The data sample covers the temperature variation and intensity of the solar during a day. Therefore, the data collected for training
and testing can be considered random variables. The data samples are distributed widely to cover all possible data in one day, making the evaluation reliable.

The conventional predefined schedule algorithm will run tasks continuously according to the predetermined schedule without changing the desired task. It is different from the fixed task scheduler programming algorithm, the proposed task selector is based on the neural network model. This proposed model can respond to its ability to change its working task from the data input variation. We design the task selector based on neural network model. Neural network has 3 main layers including 1 input layer, 1 hidden layer and 1 output layer. The input layer consists of three neurons that are responsible for battery energy, solar battery charging current and variation of collected data. After collecting data, we proceed to train the model with Matlab tool using supervised learning. We use a feed-forward back-propagation network with parameters epochs = 1000000, learning rate = 0.3, goal = 0.05, using the activation function sigmoid.

The input layer consists of the battery capacity, the difference between the charging current and the average load current of the running task, and finally the standard deviation of the latest data with the average of the data. The output layer has 1 neuron corresponding to the value that the next task to perform for the Sensor Node. The output value corresponding to tasks level 1, task level 2, task level 3, and task level 4 is an element of a vector [1 2 3 4].

In the first level task, the sensor node is put to sleep mode. At this time, the sensor node stops all wireless transmission operations. In the second level task, the sensor node still collects temperature data and stores it in the microcontroller’s internal memory. However, these values are transmitted at the end of a day’s cycle. In the third level task, the sensor node is returned to normal operation mode, the data will be sampled periodically and sent when the cycle is over. The four-level task is the most intensive energy consumption because the sensor node collects and sends twice as much information as the third level task. Task level 4 will only be active when the temperature suddenly change and the remaining power in the battery is high.

3. Experiment Result

It is different from the fixed task scheduler algorithm such as the predefined schedule algorithm as mentioned in Section 2. The proposed classifier can change its working task according to the input data variation, respectively. Meanwhile, the predefined schedule algorithm runs continuously by the fixed schedule. It does not change to the desired task regardless of variation in environment conditions. The neuron network model can be implemented to adjust the desired tasks even in the limited hardware devices. The neuron network is designed by a small number of hidden layers and a small number of neurons. It shows their advantages in terms of computation or memory. In order to reduce computation and memory, a neural model-based task selector is basically designed with a hidden layer of 20 neurons. The error value converges to 0.05 value after 15611 iterations as shown in Table 2. It takes 35 minutes to train the neural network to reach the desired error value. In the case of the network with 25 and 50 neurons, the values converge to 0.005 with over 20,000 iterations as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters after training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hidden neurons</th>
<th>The number of epochs when converged to 0.005</th>
<th>Training time (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>15611</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>21299</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>22020</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A data set of 100 random samples is included in the Simulink model to test the model's best ability. The neural network output shows 4/100 wrong tasks. It means the accuracy is acceptable to 96%.

The following delta values are derived during a day at a random location. Then, this value is calculated according to formula (3) with N slots of 10. From the above data, we change the coefficient \( \mu \) corresponding to many different environments (here we performed with \( \mu=1 \)).
Table 3. Prediction rate of system with task selector model based on network with hidden layer including 20, 25, 50 different neurons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of Neurons at hidden layer</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. (a) Actual temperature collected in a day with sensor error 0.5°C (b) Value of delta data with N = 10.

The delta deviation value of the temperature is an important factor determining the task level selection by the neural network. In a short period of time, the temperature background has many fluctuations, for example abnormally up and down, the deviation value in formula (3) will increase based on the standard deviation of a data set.

Fig. 2 (a) shows the temperature in a day collected in the real environment. The temperature changes from 27 to 35 degrees during the period of 9 to 11 hours. These degree values increase slowly without sudden changes. However, the information of temperature changes suddenly from 13h to 15h, leading to the standard deviation in formula (3) will increase. In this period, more information needs to be sampled for analysis and timely processing. Thus, the algorithm should move to a suitable task level for
more data collection. The effects of sudden temperature fluctuations are important in aquaculture applications.

The N factor of formula (3) is selected based on the microcontroller's memory. Microcontrollers have small RAM memory. The reduction of N factor helps to do less computation and maintain higher performance, lower power consumption. In addition, subdividing the data set so that the calculation can more accurately evaluate the temperature change in a fixed time period. We chose N as 10. The delta value falls from 0 to close to 3 as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Delta values fluctuate sharply at noon from 11am to 2pm. The conventional algorithms usually do not determine the delta coefficient during this time period that has frequent spikes. Thus, the delta value is usually not considered to decide a task in scheduled tasks as mentioned above. During time period from 7h to 9h, the delta values need not be taken much because the delta deviation do not deviate much.

As shown in Figure 3, the collected information amount is the most in one minute sample cycle. It means that information is sampled every minute. There are 120 samples for two hours. However, there is a lot of duplicates, useless information, and a lot of wasted energy in this case because of information is not fluctuated so much. In two-minute sample cycle, the variation temperature sample amount has no adaptation that we need more information because of temperature variation in that period time. The proposed algorithm offers a flexible sample method. The more data is fluctuated, the more values are collected. The less temperature changes in a day, the less sampling data is taken to ensure the limitation energy of the sensor node. The battery voltage is collected through the microcontroller's internal ADC. The current from the battery is passed through a passive RC low pass filter (LPF) to minimize power noise and retain the main DC component.

![Figure 3. Statistics on collected samples, the Ox-axis is the time of day, the Oy axis is the number of collected samples.](image)

The battery voltage fluctuates unevenly for many objective reasons such as cloud cover from the sun. The battery capacity reaches its maximum during midday. On rainy days, the battery will not reach 6V voltage. With a recommended battery capacity of 2000 mAh, the ability to fully charge the battery reaches 100% in a day with ideal sunny conditions. For days with low sun coverage (2h-4h/day), the battery is charged at least 80%. Carrying out the proposed algorithm with the condition that the charging current of the battery is zero, the voltage of the battery is collected simultaneously to demonstrate the energy responsiveness of the algorithm. The hardware to perform the above 2 methods includes a microcontroller STM32F103, lora SX1278 433Mhz, 2000mah battery, CN3065 charge management MCU, 6V 4.5W solar battery, DS18B20 temperature sensor. Current consumption of STM32F103= 1.19 mA, with the µC running on its internal 8 MHz RC clock. The lora SX1278 433Mhz in receiving mode.
is less than 10.8mA and in transmitting mode is less than 120mA. CN3065 charge management is 650 uA in average current. The sensor DS18B20 operates on a 3V to 5.5V power supply and draws only 1mA during active temperature conversions. The storage battery uses 2000mAh Lithium battery. Thus, the battery capacity can supply the system for a full day operation. The purpose of study is to gain both low power system and stable information quality. After compiling the program, the proposed algorithm takes up 12% of the flash memory.

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4. Comparison of battery voltage drop of the predefined task algorithms and the proposed algorithm**

Figure 4 compares battery voltage drop in two cases using the predefined task algorithm and neural based algorithm. In the period from 0 to 25th hour, the battery capacity is high, and the temperature variation is quite high, so the algorithms proposes to execute task level 4. The battery decreases quickly but samples are collected more. During the period from hours 25 to 40, when the battery level is low about 3V, the sensor node performs tasks 2 and 3 to save energy of the sensor node. Figure 4 shows that the lifetime of the node is extended. At dashed line A with the same 2.5V voltage drop, the predefined task algorithm works 41 hours while the proposed algorithm works for 50 hours. That is, the life of the battery increases by 22%.

4. Conclusions

This paper presents an adaptive algorithm for task selector in IoT energy harvesting device. The adaptive selector is based on a neural network with an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. However, the more neurons in the hidden layer, the heavier the computational system, resulting in more energy consumed on the node. The design with 20 hidden layer neurons helps to reduce resources from memory and computing power at sensor nodes. On the other hand, the algorithm has a more optimal balance between the two important factors of a low-power data collection system, that is the quality of the information and the battery life. The amount of battery loss is similar to the predefined task algorithm, but data variation is sampled more and less when the data changes are not significant. In addition, the algorithm is well adapted to each environment because the coefficients of the neural network can be changed based on the collected information. In near future, the study plans to compare the proposed neural network model with the other classical machine learning models such as support vector machine, logistic regression and random forest. The study also collects more data with various weather conditions in different seasons to show the model accuracy.
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